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Introduction
Widespread deployment of EcoBlocks has the potential to transform today’s electricity system into one
that is more resilient, flexible, efficient and sustainable. In this vision, the system will consist of self-
sufficient, renewable-powered, block-scale entities that can deliberately adjust their net power exchange
and can optimize performance, maintain stability, support each other, or disconnect entirely from the
grid as needed. This vision requires not only effective design of the EcoBlocks themselves to realize these
capabilities, but also substantial changes in the operation of the grid itself. Ideally, the transition would
be a win-win for EcoBlocks and the grid, and grid operators and planners would be proactive participants
in the redesign. However, depending on the design and management of the EcoBlocks, the changes could
also be detrimental to the grid and other participants, causing utilities and regulators to resist EcoBlock
deployment. Therefore, for this model to succeed, it is necessary to anticipate the range of possible
interactions between EcoBlocks and the grid as their number and penetration level scales up. The system
architecture must be designed with the final vision in mind to ensure the means of managing EcoBlocks
are fully scalable. At the same time, compatibility with today’s planning and operational conventions is
necessary to facilitate the entry of the first EcoBlocks into the power system.
This report is intended as an independent analysis of the potential relationships, both constructive and
adverse, between EcoBlocks and the grid. We thoroughly survey the possible impacts of EcoBlocks and
the distributed energy resources (DERs) embedded in them, initially making no assumptions about how
the resources are controlled. Then, we evaluate possible strategies for managing both the resources within
EcoBlocks and the EcoBlocks themselves, with specific focus on supporting positive impacts on the power
system as the EcoBlock penetration level scales.
Of the many potential capabilities of EcoBlocks, we expect adaptive islanding to be particularly trans-
formative. The ability of individual blocks to disconnect from the grid and self-supply their loads during
an emergency, then seamlessly re-connect when the problem is solved, is a huge advance in power system
resilience. While this is a major shift from how the grid operates today, it is in utilities’ best interest to
support efforts to improve resilience. Grid resilience is vital for safety and security, public health, and the
economy, and is only increasing in importance as the occurrence of extreme weather events increases due
to climate change. We therefore give particular attention to the themes of adaptive islanding, resilience
and self-sufficiency throughout this report.
Section 1 will outline the diversity of potential impacts, positive and negative, that EcoBlocks could
have in the context of today’s grid. Section 2 discusses the range of design choices for EcoBlock hardware
and operations, as well as the framework for their interactions with the main grid, to shift the balance
toward positive impact. Section 3 focuses on the thresholds of penetration level at which specific changes
in impact and grid operations may occur. Section 4 summarizes the changes in the form of paradigm shifts
in power system functions. Section 5 is a quantitative analysis of resilience under the adaptive islanding
paradigm, probabilistically estimating self-sufficiency of islanded EcoBlocks under a range of scenarios.
Finally, section 6 presents suggestions for future work.
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1 Overview of potential grid impacts
The potential impacts of EcoBlocks on the electric grid are wide-ranging and depend on the EcoBlocks’
physical characteristics, how they operate, and what knowledge and control grid operators have of their
behavior. Analyzing the potential impacts of distributed energy resources—including photovoltaics (PV),
inverters, electric vehicles (EVs), energy storage devices, and demand response (DR)—is already a signifi-
cant area of research. Since EcoBlocks are a combination of all of these resources, much of the literature in
this area could be relevant for EcoBlocks. The range of potential impacts on loading, resilience, flexibility,
situational awareness, and planning are discussed in the following sections and summarized in Tables 1-5.
For each of these categories, there are numerous ways in which DERs, and therefore EcoBlocks, can have
positive effects or negative ones. Importantly, if the EcoBlock aggregates these resources into a single unit
with a single point of connection to the grid, it offers the additional possibility of controlling their behavior
in a holistic way to shift the balance toward the positive.
1.1 Loading
Today, there is concern that uncontrolled DERs will negatively impact the loading on distribution systems.
For example, if large numbers of electric vehicles are allowed to charge simultaneously or during high load
conditions, the increased peak current can exceed the thermal ampacity ratings of lines or transformers
[1]. Other significant new electric loads could have a similar effect, for example if gas-powered heaters and
water heaters are replaced in large numbers with inefficient electric counterparts. Similarly, during periods
of low load and high PV generation, reverse power flow exceeding thermal limits can occur [2]. Upgraded
protection devices may be required if the peak current due to new generation or loads exceeds the rating
of the existing device. It is also possible for losses to increase as a result of increased real power flow or
improper control of inverter power factor, for example if inverters absorb reactive power to regulate the
voltage during reverse power flow conditions [3], [4]. Increased peak load and reverse power flow due to EVs
and PV also increase the likelihood of undervoltage and overvoltage conditions, respectively, particularly
on secondary circuits and long, high-impedance feeders that are most susceptible to voltage problems [1],
[2], [5]. If not remedied, voltages out of the permissible range could damage sensitive equipment, including
appliances belonging to neighboring customers. Additional or upgraded voltage regulation equipment would
therefore be required. Furthermore, when variability in PV generation and electric vehicle charging load
cause voltage to fluctuate, voltage regulation equipment such as tap changers may operate more frequently
and require maintenance or replacement sooner [5], [6]. EcoBlocks with inadequate coordination among
their generation and load resources and/or inadequate energy storage could potentially cause these same
problems.
On the other hand, appropriate control of DERs can not only mitigate these negative impacts but
even improve conditions relative to the baseline (pre-DER) scenario. These positive impacts arise from the
combination of local generation and energy efficiency retrofits leading to low average load, plus scheduling
of storage and DR to minimize peaks in load. First, reduced power flow in lines and transformers would
reduce losses, decreasing generation requirements and cost. Optimizing inverter power factor can minimize
reactive power flow, further reducing losses [3]. Generally, as electricity demand and distributed generation
increase, it is expected that some equipment will become overloaded during times of peak load or generation
and require upgrades. However, if EcoBlocks are managed to reduce peak load, the investment in these
upgrades could be deferred, allowing a greater renewable energy penetration to be achieved at lower cost
to the utility. Optimal scheduling of distributed energy storage has been shown to be effective at reducing
peak load on distribution circuits [7], [8]. With high enough penetration of EcoBlocks performing peak
load shaving, congestion at the transmission level could also be reduced. Additionally, if the power flow
on distribution lines can be lowered, the voltage drop is also lowered. As a result, the voltage at the feeder
head can often be reduced while still maintaining voltages within the allowable range (within 5% of the
nominal value in the United States, according to the ANSI standard C84.1). This technique, known as
conservation voltage reduction, has been proven effective at reducing energy demand on many US circuits
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Table 1: Potential benefits and caveats of EcoBlocks related to loading.
Benefits Caveats
• Reduced losses due to reduced real power
flow
• Reduced losses due to reactive power control
• Reduced peak load
• Deferred equipment upgrades due to reduced
loading
• Reduced transmission congestion
• Reduced voltage drop on distribution circuits
• Increased potential for conservation voltage
reduction
• Reduced wear on legacy voltage regulation
equipment
• Three-phase balancing
• Potential to cause or worsen loading
and voltage problems if EcoBlocks are
ineffectively controlled
• Benefits highly dependent on EcoBlock
assets and controls, and feeder
characteristics; loss reduction and
voltage improvements may be
negligible
• Reduced load factor
• Potential need for equipment upgrades
(e.g. for protection coordination);
these may outweigh other upgrade
deferral benefits
[9]. Reduced variation in load over time would also reduce variation in voltage. This in turn could reduce
wear on voltage regulation equipment such as tap changers or capacitor banks, delaying the need for
maintenance or replacement of the equipment. Finally, EcoBlocks could play a proactive role in three-
phase balancing, which is not a major concern for utilities at present but is expected to become a bigger
issue with the increasing amount of PV and EVs on single-phase connections. The impact of EcoBlock
topology on three-phase balancing capability will be discussed further in Section 2.1.
EcoBlocks could in theory provide these benefits with minimal interaction with the grid operator,
particularly if most of the customers on a circuit are EcoBlocks, each working independently to flatten
their net load profiles at their respective points of common coupling. However, when there are other
significant players on a circuit—for example, large or numerous customers not in EcoBlocks, or a large
variable generation resource—nearby EcoBlocks could also be recruited to compensate for these and reduce
the power flow upstream. EcoBlocks with excess generation could also provide power to their neighbors,
relaxing the constraints on net load for individual EcoBlocks while still flattening the load profile of the
aggregate.
A few caveats with these potential benefits should be noted. First, the benefit of reducing losses
and voltage variation is highly dependent on the particular system being considered. Losses and voltage
problems are most common on long, rural distribution feeders and improvements through DER could have
substantial value, but it is not obvious how the EcoBlock concept will apply to areas with low load density.
However, in an urban distribution system where voltage drops and losses already tend to be small, the
improvement due to EcoBlocks could be negligible.
Second, EcoBlocks may reduce load factor (i.e. the ratio of average to peak demand) as seen by the
grid. Even if they reduce loading in the typical case, they may still occasionally rely on the grid for
providing peak load if their local energy resources are insufficient. This would require the grid operator
to continue maintaining infrastructure sized for peak load, but with reduced revenue due to the reduction
in kWh consumed. This challenge, and potential solutions such as alternative tariff structures for high
EcoBlock penetration areas, will be discussed further throughout this report. Finally, the topology of
the EcoBlock plays an important role. For example, if the EcoBlock interfaces with the main grid at a
single point of common coupling (PCC), then minimizing net load translates directly to minimizing power
flowing through that point. The situation would be quite different if the loads connect to the main grid
at a different point from the energy sources (PV and storage)—for example if all the loads are AC and
interface with the grid through existing service transformers—especially if EVs are included. In this case,
the service transformers would need to support all the power flowing from the sources to the loads, and
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could therefore be at risk of overload even if the net load of the EcoBlock is small.
In sum, the potential impacts of EcoBlock adoption on loading and the related issues of voltage, losses
and equipment upgrades may vary widely, depending on the capacity of the resources within the EcoBlocks,
how they connect to the main grid, and what objectives are used in their control.
1.2 Resilience
The National Infrastructure Advisory Council defines resilience as “the ability to reduce the magnitude
and/or duration of disruptive events. The effectiveness of a resilient infrastructure or enterprise depends
upon its ability to anticipate, absorb, adapt to, and/or rapidly recover from a potentially disruptive event”
[10]. One major component of grid resilience is the ability to continue serving customers even if parts of the
infrastructure fail. The traditional way to achieve this type of resilience is through redundancy, particularly
at the transmission level. However, redundant infrastructure requires significant capital investment, and
may still be insufficient in the case of major catastrophes. While systems are often designed with N–1
or N–2 redundancy—meaning they can survive a loss of 1 or 2 components—2012’s Hurricane Sandy,
for example, was an N–90 contingency [11]. At the distribution level, where 90% of outages originate
[12], circuits are typically radial, meaning a single failure will often cause an outage for all the customers
downstream.
EcoBlocks, positioned at the distribution level and having the capability to operate as islands, have
the potential to revolutionize grid resilience. As long as they have the necessary hardware and controls to
disconnect and re-connect to the main grid, and sufficient generation and storage to meet demand while
islanded, they can continue to serve loads regardless of what has occurred upstream on the main grid. If
the investment required to make EcoBlocks self-sufficient is less than that required for an equivalent level
of traditional infrastructure redundancy, then EcoBlocks are a favorable business proposition for utility
planners. Adaptive islanding would also be, of course, advantageous for residential customers. In the
event of major disasters, where the main grid is unavailable for a long time, benefits include improving
public safety by keeping lights on, keeping food fresh in refrigerators, and keeping phones and other vital
electronics charged. Many critical loads such as hospitals and data centers already have backup power
systems, typically in the form of diesel generators. EcoBlock technology would be an upgrade for these
customers as well, since solar PV systems do not cause local pollution and do not rely on fuel supply chains.
In addition to serving the customers within the EcoBlock, the presence of a few energized areas can
also benefit other people in the region during a wide-area outage. For example, neighbors without power
could go to EcoBlocks to charge critical electronics and vehicles that they may need in an emergency. In
this way, EcoBlocks could help society cope with disasters even at low penetration levels.
Another way that the adaptive islanding behavior of EcoBlocks may contribute to grid resilience is
through avoidance of cascading failures. Cascading failures occur when the protective mechanisms to dis-
connect grid components during excursions in voltage or frequency inadvertently worsen the grid condition
and cause other components to disconnect or fail. For example, inverters tripping oﬄine in response to low
voltage can further depress the voltage and thus exacerbate the condition. If EcoBlocks can detect these
events, or respond to a command from the grid operator, and automatically disconnect from the grid, they
can reduce the loading on the system and potentially stop the cascading failure from continuing. EcoBlocks
controlled for disturbance rejection could even prevent a cascading failure scenario from starting at all.
EcoBlocks could also facilitate recovery from outage events, which is currently a difficult process that
requires careful balancing of generation and load units that are re-energized step by step. If too much
load is added all at once, the generators may not be able to support it and the system will collapse again.
EcoBlocks, on the other hand, could be controlled to maintain zero net power exchange while the physical
re-connection is in progress, then begin to inject or consume power gradually after ensuring the system is
stable.
The adaptive islanding capability of EcoBlocks thus represents a true paradigm shift in grid resilience,
which would improve as the number of EcoBlocks scales up. The rollout of EcoBlocks would be desirable
both for customers, especially those with critical loads, and for grid operators whose bottom line is to keep
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Table 2: Potential benefits and caveats of EcoBlocks related to resilience.
Benefits Caveats
• Ability to continue serving loads
despite outage of main grid
• Cleaner and more sustainable power
source than diesel backup generators
• Ability to help non-EcoBlock
neighbors by providing pockets of
service during wide-area outages
• Prevention of cascading failures
• Smoother and more reliable recovery
from outage events
• High reliability and large energy resources
required for long-term islanding
• Loss of protection coordination due to
reverse power flow
• Potential to increase cascading failure risk by
disconnecting at wrong time
• Potential to accelerate grid defection
• Potentially worse reliability for
non-EcoBlock customers, due to reduced
utility budget for infrastructure maintenance
the lights on. However, this vision is not without its challenges. First of all, new resources that include
their own control systems and generation have the potential to disrupt existing procedures for protection
and reliability. Just as disconnecting at the right time could mitigate disturbances, disconnecting at the
wrong time could exacerbate disturbances and increase the risk of cascading failures. Also, reverse power
flow on distribution networks designed for unidirectional flow can lead to a loss of protection coordination.
The operating strategy of the EcoBlock must therefore be well-designed and synergistic with that of the
main grid so that these problems are avoided.
The usefulness of the EcoBlock as a backup power system is limited by the self-sufficiency and reliability
of the EcoBlock infrastructure itself. If faults occur frequently on the EcoBlock itself, while the adaptive
islanding paradigm could prevent them from impacting other customers, it would not help the reliability
of service within the EcoBlock. Also, to function in islanded mode for long periods of time (for example,
in response to an extreme weather event that destroys grid infrastructure) the EcoBlock must have enough
generation, storage, and demand response capacity to be self-sufficient in the long term.
Another challenge with the scaling of EcoBlocks is that as fewer loads and even fewer critical loads
remain on the main grid, there would also likely be less motivation and less revenue for grid operators to
maintain reliable infrastructure. This could lead to an increase in service interruptions for non-EcoBlock
customers. If the cost to customers of upgrading to EcoBlock infrastructure is significant, low-income
customers would likely participate later or not at all, and would therefore suffer a disproportionate number
of interruptions. It will be necessary to plan in detail which aspects of infrastructure maintenance are the
responsibility of the grid operator and which are the responsibility of the EcoBlocks, as well as to design
a tariff system that gives each party enough revenue to perform its responsibilities.
The grid defection problem is not limited to EcoBlocks; similar concerns exist for individual customers
with local generation and storage. However, as will be shown in Section 5, block-level aggregation is more
reliable than individual home self-consumption. Therefore, the option to participate in EcoBlocks may
accelerate grid defection. On the other hand, if the EcoBlock design is presented to utilities along with a
viable market solution to the grid defection problem, it may be highly appealing.
1.3 Flexibility
In addition to the ability to adapt and recover after a disturbance, grid resilience also requires flexibility—
the ability to balance supply and demand dynamically at various timescales. Flexibility services are
characterized by the magnitude and direction of the power adjustment (increase or decrease), the starting
time and duration of the adjustment, and the location of the resource [13]. Today, multiple markets for
flexibility exist at different time scales, from frequency regulation (which relies on automated control with
a new setpoint every few seconds) to hour-ahead balancing markets to day-ahead energy markets [14].
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Table 3: Potential benefits and caveats of EcoBlocks related to flexibility.
Benefits Caveats
• Increased operating reserves
• Increased resource for voltage support, through
reactive power control
• Increased interruptible load resource
• Increased range of locations where flexibility
resources are available
• Potential to cause local problems
while providing higher-level services
• Burden of optimally dispatching
and communicating with large
number of blocks
Since EcoBlocks include a diversity of resources that can increase or decrease net power, and some
with flexible time of operation (such as energy storage), they have the potential to perform a range of
services while connected to the grid. For example, energy storage can be treated as operating reserves
and dispatched quickly to meet demand. If vehicle-to-grid power is possible, electric vehicle batteries can
also act as a form of reserves. Inverters can be recruited to provide voltage support through reactive
power compensation. PV generation can be curtailed if it is causing unfavorable conditions. In addition,
since EcoBlocks can island and reduce consumption, they can act as flexible or interruptible loads in order
to help the grid operator manage situations such as supply shortages and voltage constraints. Increased
penetration of EcoBlocks would be expected to improve flexibility (assuming they all choose to offer
flexibility services), since it would not only increase the overall capacity of the flexibility resource, but
also the number of locations where the resources are available. One concern with DERs participating in
flexibility markets is that in the process of performing one service they may cause other problems. For
example, distributed resources performing services for the transmission level such as frequency regulation
could cause voltage problems locally. Widespread deployment of EcoBlocks could mitigate this issue by
allowing grid operators to select the optimal EcoBlocks to dispatch, although the success of this approach
would depend greatly on the quality of distribution-level circuit models and the grid operator’s knowledge
of the EcoBlocks’ characteristics. EcoBlocks will be a particularly useful resource if they can perform the
services at a lower cost—for example, if the cost of interrupting EcoBlocks is lower than that of other
interruptible loads—or if the existing resource is already fully exhausted.
To enable these services, the grid operator must not only know what capacity is available in the form
of EcoBlocks, but also be able to influence EcoBlock operation, either through direct control or through
price signals. The practicality of recruiting EcoBlocks for flexibility will be limited if the grid operator
needs to negotiate with each EcoBlock as an individual resource, particularly as the number of EcoBlocks
increases. Needing to compute the optimal dispatch of a very large number of EcoBlocks, each having
relatively small capacity on its own, could also be a burden. Today, virtual power plants (VPPs) exist to
facilitate recruitment of diverse resources, which may or may not be geographic neighbors, for flexibility
services [15]. An aggregation of EcoBlocks could offer similar services as the VPP, plus the additional
option of islanding one or more of the blocks. In this model, the grid operator would communicate with an
aggregator representing a group of EcoBlocks and request a service (such as providing a particular amount
of power or interrupting a particular amount of load, at a certain time). The aggregator would then decide
how to distribute the commands among its EcoBlocks to produce the desired outcome. Alternatively,
a location-specific dynamic pricing scheme could be implemented to incentivize EcoBlocks to behave in
desirable ways. Communication would be straightforward, if the grid operator simply broadcasts price
signals without negotiation, but significant computation would still be required in order to determine the
prices that would cause the desired behavior.
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Table 4: Potential benefits and caveats of EcoBlocks related to situational awareness.
Benefits Caveats
• Reduced uncertainty due to statistical
aggregation of resources
• Reduced uncertainty due to active
compensation for generation and load
fluctuations
• Opportunity to install sensing
infrastructure and improve visibility
• Increased uncertainty if generation is
masked by load
• Increased uncertainty if EcoBlocks island
without proper notification
• Potential to overwhelm grid operator with
non-standard communications and large
data size
1.4 Situational awareness
Situational awareness refers to knowledge of conditions in the grid including physically installed grid
infrastructure, past and present states of the network (e.g. voltages, power flows, and switch status),
and the health and security of the network and its components. This knowledge helps grid operators
make decisions that are safe, efficient and economical. Historically, the focus has been on observability
of transmission systems; monitoring distribution systems, with their smaller signals of interest and much
greater numbers of nodes, has generally not been considered worth the investment. However, with the
increasing penetration of DERs, particularly variable and unpredictable generation such as PV, visibility
at the distribution tier is becoming increasingly important as well.
Variable and unpredictable generation can present a significant challenge for situational awareness. In
particular, when PV generation is behind a net meter, the grid operator is only able to see the net load;
the total amount of load is masked by the generation. As a result, net load may fluctuate significantly
when clouds pass over, but it is challenging to predict the magnitude of these changes. The grid operator
is also unaware of the cold load pickup requirement should an outage occur. It is possible that EcoBlocks
could increase these forms of uncertainty, thereby increasing exposure to contingencies. This would occur
if the EcoBlocks allow the net load at their PCC to fluctuate freely (i.e. if the storage does not smooth the
net load curve adequately) and if the grid operator lacks information on their generation and consumption.
Uncertainty would be further increased if the EcoBlocks disconnect and re-connect from the main grid at
their convenience without communicating with the grid operator. In this case, the grid would be exposed
to sudden increases or decreases in net load as EcoBlocks connect and disconnect, without awareness of
the total number of EcoBlocks connected at each moment in time.
On the other hand, uncertainty could also be reduced due to the aggregation of the generation, load,
and storage resources within EcoBlocks. Although the generation and load may fluctuate on their own,
storage or demand response with sufficiently fast response time could compensate for these fluctuations and
maintain the net load within a reasonable range. In this case, EcoBlocks would greatly reduce uncertainty
compared to PV systems without integrated storage. Furthermore, variability of PV generation tends to
decrease with spatial distribution of the PV systems, because passing clouds impact only some of the panels
at a time [16], [17]. As a result, for a given PV penetration on a circuit, variability would be reduced if the
PV panels are distributed across many homes in many EcoBlocks rather than concentrated in one large
array. These reductions in variability are not only beneficial in terms of uncertainty, but would also reduce
voltage volatility and related issues such as excessive operation of tap changers.
The design and retrofit process for the EcoBlocks also presents an opportunity to install monitoring and
communication infrastructure to improve situational awareness. For example, a device such as a micro-
phasor measurement unit (µPMU) [18] could be installed at the PCC of each EcoBlock to measure AC
current and voltage phasors. Additional sensors on the EcoBlock’s DC system could monitor behavior of
components inside the EcoBlock, such as PV generation and charging rates of the storage and EVs. This
data could be transmitted to the grid operator to disaggregate the net load observed at the PCC and aid in
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the prediction of future conditions. The potential challenge of the EcoBlock connecting and disconnecting
at will could also be remedied with communication. For example, the EcoBlock could simply notify the
grid operator when it connects or disconnects, or it could request confirmation from the grid operator
beforehand. If the switch to disconnect the EcoBlock from the grid is on the AC side of the inverter, a
µPMU could independently validate the switch status by measuring the voltage angle difference between
the EcoBlock and the main grid. With all this information, EcoBlocks could not only avoid worsening
situational awareness, but in fact increase visibility at the distribution level from what it is today. The
ability to observe previously undetected problems on the grid, coupled with controllable resources located
at the same site as the sensors, has great potential to improve power quality, reliability and efficiency.
It should be noted that since grid operators are already exposed to large amounts of data and frequent
alerts, more information is not always better for situational awareness. With a large number of EcoBlocks
in a system, visualizing information from every one of them could prove overwhelming for the grid operator,
complicating their decision making or obscuring more urgent problems. Therefore, some sort of aggregation
would be essential to condense the data from a large number of EcoBlocks into a smaller number of messages
that are useful and actionable for the grid operator. What exactly these messages should be, and how to
distill them from the data, is an active area of research [19]. This wealth of information could also support
automated operations, including control of the EcoBlocks themselves, in situations not requiring human
involvement. For automated operations and human operators alike, the use of non-standard communication
schemes for EcoBlocks could complicate interactions and compromise situational awareness. Therefore, the
communication protocols and data formats should be standardized across all EcoBlocks so that the new
data sources can easily be integrated into a unified monitoring framework.
1.5 Planning
Today, utilities are responsible for calculating the PV hosting capacity of their feeders for compliance with
power quality and network constraints. This process requires an accurate model for each feeder in question,
since the impact of PV depends on the characteristics of the circuit, and a large number of simulations
to represent the range of possible installation locations and sizes. If the hosting capacity on a circuit is
low or unknown, impact studies for proposed PV installations are required even at low penetration. The
utility may also choose to mitigate the expected PV impacts by upgrading conductors or transformers, or
installing new voltage regulation equipment [20]. Both of these options increase costs and disincentivize
PV adoption. On the other hand, suppose the designer of an EcoBlock guarantees the EcoBlock will have
certain behavior—e.g. limits on power and its rate of change—regardless of the actual amount of PV
present. Then, not only can the permissible PV penetration levels increase, but the burden of calculating
them can be shifted away from the utility. Additionally, as discussed in section 1.1, equipment upgrades can
be deferred if EcoBlocks reduce peak load and voltage range compared to an uncontrolled DER scenario.
Of course, it is essential for these calculations to be dependably correct: if they are not, the planning
burden for the utility would not decrease, or could even increase, if they must both check the EcoBlock
designer’s work and redo some of the calculations.
Although EcoBlocks may have positive impacts on planning for normal operation scenarios, they may
require additional upgrades to ensure proper protection coordination. Several protection issues can occur
when there is significant PV penetration on a circuit. For example, excessive reverse power flow could
trip protection devices in non-fault conditions, or additional fault current due to PV could exceed the
interruption rating of existing protection devices. If the substation current is very low due to large amounts
of generation downstream, a fault might not cause the substation breaker to trip. Atypical power flow
conditions could also cause the wrong protection devices to operate: for example, if EcoBlocks on one feeder
are providing power to another feeder, and a fault occurs on the second feeder, the protection on the first
feeder might operate first, which is not the correct response. These problems would become more likely
with higher penetration of EcoBlocks, requiring the utility to perform protection studies and potentially
upgrade devices. It is worth evaluating whether the EcoBlock designer can participate in the design of
new protection schemes, for example by incorporating certain protection devices into the EcoBlock to
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Table 5: Potential benefits and caveats of EcoBlocks related to planning.
Benefits Caveats
• Increased permissible PV penetration levels
• Improved ease of PV hosting capacity
determination and other planning studies if
EcoBlocks participate
• Equipment upgrade deferral
• Potentially improved power quality and
reliability in the neighborhood, e.g. through
harmonic cancellation and voltage support
• Increased planning burden for utility if
EcoBlock calculations are unreliable
• Need for protection studies and
possibly upgrades
• Potentially worse power quality and
reliability in the neighborhood due to
grid defection or inadequate EcoBlock
management
ensure that it does not cause certain protection coordination issues. This way, the burden for the utility
of designing (and installing) protection schemes for circuits with EcoBlocks could be reduced. Again, of
course, accuracy and reliability of the EcoBlock designer’s contribution to protection design are vital to
ensure that EcoBlocks do not worsen or cause dangerous situations.
Unless a circuit consists exclusively of EcoBlocks, the potential positive or negative impacts on power
quality and reliability for non-EcoBlock customers must be considered. The planning process must there-
fore also include establishing guidelines and accountability for these impacts. EcoBlocks could improve
power quality in their vicinity if their inverters are used for harmonic cancellation and their DERs provide
voltage support (such as actively reducing voltage volatility and canceling flicker). On the other hand, they
could worsen voltage volatility and harmonics. EV charging in particular can cause significant harmonic
distortion, which can accelerate transformer aging and damage sensitive electronic loads [21]. As discussed
previously, EcoBlocks could also mitigate disturbances or exacerbate them, including preventing or con-
tributing to cascading outages, depending on how they are controlled. The non-EcoBlock customers on
the circuit are exposed to these same risks, but without the safety net of local backup power and islanding
capability that the EcoBlocks have. To avoid these issues, particularly as the penetration of EcoBlocks
increases, EcoBlocks should be held to a high standard in terms of power quality and reliability impacts.
For example, they could promise to keep their harmonics injection within certain limits, offer control of
their resources for voltage support, and design their islanding schemes to minimize the risk of exacerbating
disturbances. If the EcoBlocks themselves are not responsible for maintaining an acceptable level of power
quality and reliability, then the utility must take up the responsibility. Since this would require additional
investment on the part of the utility, and charging the near-zero-net-energy EcoBlocks by the kWh would
produce insufficient revenue at high penetration levels, a new tariff structure would be required to keep
rates from increasing for non-EcoBlock customers.
1.6 Summary
Since EcoBlocks are at heart a collection of PV generators, energy storage, electric vehicles and other loads,
they could potentially cause all the problems associated with uncoordinated operation of these components.
But with appropriate design and control of the resources within the EcoBlocks, plus communication with
the grid operator, it should be possible not only to avoid these negative impacts but to add positively to
grid performance and resilience. In an ideal scenario, EcoBlocks would present a smooth net load profile
to the grid, minimizing losses and voltage problems and reducing uncertainty; revolutionize resilience and
flexibility through adaptive islanding; improve situational awareness through the addition of new sensors
and communication channels; assist in planning and delay infrastructure upgrade needs. It is crucial to
understand the “control knobs” in the design of the EcoBlock that will avoid the negative outcomes and
facilitate the positive ones. These design choices center around the specific assets in the EcoBlocks, their
operating strategies, and how they interact with the grid operator. The next section will elaborate on these
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choices and how they can enable the positive scenario, particularly as the number of EcoBlocks scales up.
2 EcoBlock design for positive impact
From the potential impacts discussed above, a set of functional requirements for EcoBlocks and the system
surrounding them can be outlined:
• While connected to the main grid, the EcoBlock should be able to control the net power it exchanges
with the grid. At a minimum, this requires control of energy storage charging and discharging.
The ability to modify the consumption or timing of some loads and to curtail generation would
further expand the range of net power available to the EcoBlock. This control capability will allow
optimization of the EcoBlock net power, for example to flatten the net-load curve or to minimize
costs, or at least ensure no constraints are violated. Ability to tune reactive power, e.g. through the
inverter power factor, would offer an additional control knob for further optimization.
• Some communication is needed to indicate what the EcoBlock’s net power should be. This could
take the form of a direct command sent by the grid operator or an aggregator, a price signal, or
even peer-to-peer communication with neighboring EcoBlocks. Any entity making decisions requires
information (data or models, preferably both) for the resources it controls as well as other relevant
network and load characteristics.
• While connected to the grid, the EcoBlock should not adversely affect power quality for its neighbors,
for example by injecting excessive harmonics or causing voltage flicker.
• While disconnected from the main grid, the EcoBlock should be self-sufficient. If the islanded portion
consists of DC power distribution only, this translates to balancing power supply and demand, while
if AC is included, both real and reactive power must be balanced. Therefore, the total rated power
of controllable resources (energy storage real power, inverter reactive power, and any interruptible
loads) must be sufficient to ensure demand is met without additional input from the grid. The
energy capacity of storage resources must also be sufficient to meet demand, at least for a certain
pre-determined amount of time.
• To ensure stability while islanded, there must be resources in the EcoBlock with sufficiently fast
response time to adjust their output dynamically as load and generation change. Like for longer-
term self-sufficiency in the point above, stability here includes real power balancing plus reactive
power balancing if AC devices are present. These resources must be controlled to maintain voltage
(and frequency, in the AC case) within allowable bounds.
• The components in the EcoBlock should have sufficient reliability and/or redundancy so that if there
is a failure on the main grid, the EcoBlock is highly likely to remain operational.
• The islandable portion of the EcoBlock should be able to connect and disconnect from the main grid
through a single point of common coupling. If only the DC system can island, the inverter is the
natural choice for this point, while if the AC system can island, AC switchgear is required. Ideally,
seamless resynchronization would be performed in the AC cases by monitoring the frequency and
voltage phasor difference across the switch, then controlling resources within the EcoBlock to match
the phasors before closing the switch.
• Any faults occurring in the EcoBlock must be immediately isolated from energy sources within the
EcoBlock (PV, flywheel, and any EVs having vehicle-to-grid capability), as well as from the main
grid. If a fault occurs on the main grid upstream of the EcoBlock, the EcoBlock must island to avoid
energizing the fault. However, if a disturbance occurs that is not a fault, for example a voltage sag
due to a momentary load increase on the grid, EcoBlocks can help to remedy the issue by supplying
power and should therefore not island.
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Figure 1: Power distribution scenarios under consideration for the EcoBlock. Scenarios are: (1) standard
PV and storage at home scale; (2) community DC collection, distribution, and storage at block scale;
and (3) community DC collection, distribution, and storage at block scale with home DC loads. Credit:
Integral Group, Inc.
There are several factors in and around the EcoBlocks that will collectively determine their impact.
These factors are: installed assets and their capabilities; operating strategies of the EcoBlock itself; the
grid operator’s prior knowledge of the EcoBlock operating strategy; the grid operator’s ability to influence
the operating strategy or exercise direct control; and the tariff structure. This section will outline design
choices for these factors that could meet the requirements for positive grid impact.
2.1 Installed assets
As illustrated in Figure 1, three power distribution scenarios are considered:
• Scenario 1: Standard PV and Storage at Home Scale. Each home has its own PV and energy
storage installation. Residents’ AC loads are powered by these devices (through inverters located at
each home) and by the utility grid. The entire system can be islanded from the grid and the homes
have the ability to share power with each other.
• Scenario 2: Community DC Collection, Distribution, and Storage at Block Scale. The
rooftop PV systems connect to a shared DC bus and charge a shared energy storage system. Resi-
dents’ AC loads are powered from the DC bus (through inverters located at each home) and by the
utility grid. The entire system can be islanded from the grid.
• Scenario 3: Community DC Collection, Distribution, and Storage at Block Scale with
Home DC Loads. The rooftop PV systems connect to a shared DC bus and charge a shared energy
storage system. Both DC and AC power are distributed to homes, which have a combination of AC
and DC loads. A central inverter allows for power exchange between the DC bus and the utility grid.
Only the DC bus stays energized when the system islands.
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The hardware requirements for the EcoBlock to perform the desired functions include some requirements
that are common to all three scenarios and some that depend on the scenario. These requirements are
listed in Table 6. While additional hardware will be required depending on DC voltage levels, EV charging
needs, demand response capabilities and other design choices, this discussion is limited to the requirements
for desired grid impacts and general resilience.
Table 6: EcoBlock hardware and important characteristics. For characteristics specific to a particular
power distribution scenario, the scenario number is given in parentheses.
Asset Important Characteristics
PV systems Located on all feasible rooftops. Size for net-zero energy with expected
energy efficiency retrofits and full EV deployment.
Energy storage Located at each house (1) or central (2,3). Size based on duration of
islanding that is desired (see section 5).
Inverter One per home (1,2) or per EcoBlock (3). Size based on each customer’s
generation (1), each customer’s load (2), or total EcoBlock generation +
storage power rating (3). Bidirectional (3). Should allow control of power
factor.
DC charge controller One per home (1) or per EcoBlock (2,3). Sufficiently fast response time to
maintain system stability while islanded.
Energy manager Master device that optimizes power injections and extractions of control-
lable components in EcoBlock (see section 2.2). Could be combined with
charge controller (2,3), or could be separate entity that sends commands
to charge controller.
Cables within EcoBlock Underground, for resilience against weather events and vegetation. Should
be sized to support anticipated EV charging loads.
Service transformers If the PCC is upstream of the transformers, they should serve only
EcoBlock customers so that only EcoBlock customers participate in is-
landing.
Switchgear Either AC (1,2) or DC (3). If AC, must be able to communicate with
resources in the EcoBlock to match phasors for resynchronization after
islanding (1,2).
AC sensor (µPMU) At PCC. If on EcoBlock side of switch, can be used to match phasor to
rest of feeder for resynchronization (1,2).
Other meters Measure power flows and voltages within EcoBlock, including PV genera-
tion, storage charge/discharge rate, and power exchanged with grid. Some
of these may already be integrated into other components such as inverter
or charge controller. Will be AC or DC in different places depending on
the scenario. Should also include meters for utility billing purposes.
Real-time communication
channel with grid operator
Send data to grid operator and receive signals for desired EcoBlock behav-
ior (see section 2.3).
Protection devices at indi-
vidual homes
Interrupt fault currents and isolate faults at homes from rest of EcoBlock.
AC (1) or both AC and DC (2,3).
Protection devices for en-
tire EcoBlock
Interrupt fault currents and isolate faults on EcoBlock from generators,
storage and rest of grid. AC (1) or both AC and DC (2,3).
The choice of AC or DC power distribution, or both, has many important implications for the man-
agement of individual EcoBlocks as well as their relation to the wider grid ecosystem. Protection is more
straightforward for AC systems than for DC, since current can be interrupted easily at the zero crossing
that occurs twice per AC cycle. On the other hand, DC power islands are easier to manage than AC
because they do not require frequency regulation or reactive power balancing, and because they do not
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need to be synchronized with the main grid before re-connecting. If large amounts of load remain con-
nected to the grid when the EcoBlock islands, as would be the case in scenario 3 if most load remains
on the AC system, then present-day restoration problems such as cold load pickup may continue to exist.
Considering these tradeoffs, as well as the efficiency benefit of DC power for many loads, the best option
in the long term may be to choose scenario 3 and incentivize as many loads as possible to migrate to the
DC system—relying on continued innovation and commercialization of DC protection devices.
The choice of AC vs. DC is also expected to affect the rates and impacts of EcoBlock scaling. Since
AC equipment and loads are more developed technologies than their DC counterparts, the retrofit process
would be relatively straightforward and inexpensive, leaving more resources available to accelerate scaling
at the early stages. Deployment of DC EcoBlocks would likely take longer to reach the same penetration
level due to the increased effort and cost required to retrofit each EcoBlock. However, once large-scale
deployment has been achieved, the benefits of DC would become more evident. The reduction in power flows
due to higher-efficiency DC appliances, negligible at low penetration, would scale roughly proportionally
to the number of EcoBlocks. In addition to facilitating re-connection to the main grid after islanding,
the choice of DC could also enable entirely new strategies for managing regions saturated with EcoBlocks.
For example, EcoBlocks could connect to each other via a DC link, again avoiding the requirements of
synchronization, balancing reactive power and frequency. While we show in Section 5 that connecting two
already self-sufficient blocks together does not further improve self-sufficiency significantly, this approach
could be beneficial in other scenarios, for example if it is more economical to have a large energy storage
system shared by several blocks than to design each block for complete self-sufficiency.
This same strategy could even be extended beyond the few-block scale. DC is advantageous for power
transmission over long distances due to the lack of reactive power (which reduces losses), reduced capacitive
losses in underground and underwater cables, and the lack of phase angle stability concerns. One can
envision a scenario where entire power systems—transmission, distribution, and EcoBlocks—are converted
to DC simultaneously, improving efficiency and stability across the board and avoiding the need for AC-DC
conversion. However, this vision would require a complete overhaul of utility infrastructure and operations,
and is unlikely to occur in the near future. Therefore, it is essential for EcoBlocks to be able to participate
in the AC grid of today even if their main internal power distribution system is DC.
One way in which EcoBlocks could assist the present-day AC grid is through phase balancing, which
is expected to become a more important concern in the near future, as PV systems and EVs may be
connected in unequal numbers to the three phases. We expect most EcoBlocks in urban areas to have
access to three-phase connections. The balanced three-phase central inverter in scenario 3 would ensure
that the installed PV generation does not worsen phase imbalance. The greater the fraction of loads—
particularly EV chargers—that are on the DC side, the more balanced the EcoBlock would be. In scenario
1, where there is no DC system, the EV chargers could be connected to each AC phase in equal numbers
to improve balancing. In all cases, the EcoBlock construction process would provide an opportunity to
determine the homes’ phase connectivity and change it if needed. Demand response (and storage, in
scenario 1) at individual homes could also be leveraged for dynamic phase balancing, although it would
not be fair to count on these resources alone to correct systemic imbalances. If only a single phase is
available for the EcoBlock, as in more rural areas, the design could be modified to use a single-phase
inverter. The impact of single-phase EcoBlocks on phase balancing requires further evaluation, but in
general, deployment of EcoBlocks at the same rate on all phases is likely to be an appropriate strategy.
A final characteristic of scenario 3 worth mentioning is that its design with a central energy storage
system and inverter takes greatest advantage of economies of scale. However, these components also
represent single points of failure and may limit the reliability of the system. The motivation for deploying
EcoBlocks is greatly reduced if they are less reliable than the main grid or have greater maintenance
requirements. It may therefore be worth considering investing in redundant infrastructure such as a second
inverter. Since it consists of several smaller flywheels in parallel, the flywheel system has some redundancy
built in already; the system for managing the flywheels should support an operation mode with one or
more flywheels out of service.
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2.2 EcoBlock operating strategies
The operating strategy of the EcoBlock should include the following functions:
1. Dynamic power balancing (and reactive power balancing, if applicable) to maintain stability, partic-
ularly while islanded
2. Longer-term energy balancing to maintain a reasonable reserve of stored energy
3. Further optimization of power flows, for example to minimize cost, losses, peak load, or power
exchanged with the main grid
4. Connection and disconnection from the main grid at appropriate times and without causing major
disturbances to either the grid or the EcoBlock
There are a number of possible strategies that could be used to control the hardware listed in the
previous section in order to meet these objectives. In centralized control, a single controller computes a
target set of conditions (for example, the power flows in or out of each resource) that satisfy some criteria
(for example, minimizing losses while maintaining voltage within certain bounds). The central controller
then sends signals to each resource, causing the resources to behave in the desired way. This approach is
most effective when the central controller has an accurate model of the system, the controllable resources
and their constraints, so that optimal behavior can be achieved with minimum iteration. Central control
is well-suited for the long-term energy balancing and optimization functions of the EcoBlock (functions 2
and 3) because it provides a single optimal snapshot of the system that every resource agrees upon. It is
also appropriate for resynchronization of AC islands (function 4), since the resources in the EcoBlock must
be collectively controlled to match the voltage phasors on both sides of the PCC before closing the switch.
However, central control requires communication with every resource and the optimization may be
computationally intensive, particularly for systems with many resources and constraints. In topology
scenario 1, for example, optimizing the charge and discharge of the energy storage systems located at every
home to balance house-level and block-level objectives may be challenging. When a very fast response time
is needed, such as for function 1, a decentralized control strategy is preferable. In this case, a resource able
to perform decentralized control would immediately adjust its power according to a local control curve:
for example, increasing power output if it observes that voltage has gotten too low. If the resources only
have local information, though, optimizing their collective behavior for the other three functions is not
possible. Therefore, the ideal approach is likely a combination of local control for stability plus some sort
of centralized control for optimality [22], [23].
For the centralized layer, there are multiple options for the type of signal the central energy manager
sends to its resources. The energy manager may simply command each resource to produce or consume
the particular amount of power that is optimal at each point in time. Or, it may send a signal that
implies a certain behavior is preferable. For example, in a dynamic pricing scheme, the energy manager
would broadcast a price based on present energy availability, and each entity in the EcoBlock would
decide how much power to buy or sell. In the ARDA DC microgrid design [22], the energy manager
regulates the DC voltage as a control signal. Increasing the voltage signifies that energy is abundant and
consumption is encouraged, while decreasing the voltage signifies the opposite. Devices in the system have
their own internal algorithms to automate their responses to the voltage signal. The voltage- and price-
signaling approaches give each resource more freedom to determine its individual behavior, compared to
the command-and-control approach. However, for the energy manager to achieve a particular deterministic
outcome with these approaches—for example when performing resynchronization—it either needs accurate
models of each resource’s behavior, or must iterate after observing the responses to the original signal.
There should be an additional mechanism in place to prevent individual actors from doing something
detrimental to the group (for example, consuming an unfair share of power in islanded mode when the
EcoBlock is at risk of running out of energy.)
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2.3 EcoBlock-grid interaction
The potential strategies for managing groups of EcoBlocks on the grid mirror the options for managing
the resources in a single EcoBlock. Architectures may be central or distributed, or some hybrid of the
two, and control strategies may be direct or indirect. A fundamental question to answer in the design of
the EcoBlock-grid interaction is to what degree the grid operator should be able to influence EcoBlock
behavior. On one extreme, the grid operator could view the EcoBlocks as fully controllable resources and
command them to have a particular net power at each point in time. This approach would ensure the grid
operator’s objectives are met, but at the expense of optimality for the EcoBlocks. It might not even be
possible for EcoBlocks to provide the requested net power at times, depending on their internal generation,
load, and storage state of charge. On the other extreme, the EcoBlocks could be allowed to behave however
they choose, similar to traditional energy customers today. This would place great responsibility on the
utility to ensure grid infrastructure—including utility-scale generation—is sized appropriately to support
the range of EcoBlock behaviors. Unless strict limitations are placed on EcoBlock behavior, this approach
would only be acceptable for the utility up to a certain hosting capacity for EcoBlocks, above which
infrastructure upgrades would be required.
The ideal approach is surely somewhere between these two extremes. The EcoBlocks should make at
least a few guarantees to be good citizens on the grid; these include rules for islanding and re-connecting
at appropriate times only, and limits on power to avoid constraint violations. Once these rules are set,
several options remain for balancing the benefits to EcoBlocks and the grid [8]. One possibility is for each
EcoBlock to offer the amount of power it prefers to inject or consume from the grid, or multiple possible
amounts with different associated prices. Then, similar to today’s energy markets, the grid operator would
optimize cost across the offers and communicate the dispatch to the EcoBlocks. Since this option requires
bidirectional communication with all EcoBlocks and optimization on the part of the grid operator, it is
not well suited to short timescales, and scalability to large numbers of EcoBlocks is limited.
Alternatively, EcoBlocks could offer to provide flexibility services at times when it is beneficial for them.
During those times, the grid operator would be able to exercise direct control over them, at least within
the range of power injection specified in the offer. EcoBlocks not contracted to provide flexibility at those
times would be allowed to operate freely. This approach could also provide a solution to the challenge
of maintaining sufficient revenue for the utility when most customers are consuming near net-zero energy.
Instead of paying or receiving a rate for each kilowatt-hour they consume or produce, each customer would
pay a fixed amount to the utility for the grid infrastructure they rely upon. Then, those that offer flexibility
services would receive compensation based on the level of flexibility they offer (regardless of the net energy
they end up providing to the grid). The exact amounts for the infrastructure charges and flexibility tariffs
would have to be optimized to ensure that the utility can afford to maintain its infrastructure and that
there is enough flexibility at all times. It may be challenging for the EcoBlocks to be financially viable
with this infrastructure fee model, compared to today’s net metering model where customers with self-
generation are effectively subsidized. Scaling up the penetration of EcoBlocks would increase the number
of variables in the optimization but, importantly, also increase the amount of flexibility available to make
this approach possible.
A hierarchical control and communication architecture could facilitate grid-EcoBlock interactions in
the high-penetration scenario. Distribution feeders typically serve about 1000 customers each, which
would translate to about 30 EcoBlocks per feeder in the 100% EcoBlock penetration limit (assuming
roughly 30 customers per EcoBlock). Monitoring every EcoBlock would be unmanageable for distribution
operators, who currently monitor only about 5 or 6 signals per feeder. Therefore, aggregating the EcoBlocks
into groups of 5 or 6 would be preferred for maintaining a constant level of complexity in distribution
operations. The grid operator (and automated distribution management systems) would communicate
with this intermediate aggregation level, which would in turn communicate with the individual EcoBlocks
in its jurisdiction. Each aggregator should represent a set of EcoBlocks that are geographical and electrical
neighbors so that there is a clear point differentiating the aggregator’s jurisdiction (downstream) from the
grid operator’s (upstream).
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Recent advances in distribution synchrophasor technology enable a new paradigm in distributed control,
in which resources are controlled to track a target voltage phasor rather than a particular power injection
[19]. In this model a supervisory controller (grid operator) periodically performs an optimization to deter-
mine target phasors for various nodes in the network, then communicates those targets to local controllers,
which in turn leverage their local resources to meet the targets. In the EcoBlock case, the local controllers
could be the EcoBlock energy managers themselves (in which case the phasor targets would be set at the
PCC of each EcoBlock), or there could be an intermediate level of aggregators between the supervisory con-
troller and EcoBlocks, depending on the complexity of the system. There are several potential advantages
to this approach. Phasor-based control is uniquely suited to adaptive islanding because tracking a target
voltage phasor is precisely what must happen during resynchronization—specifically, matching the phasors
on both sides of the switch to be closed. Framing the control objective as a voltage phasor inherently
avoids voltage constraint violations and other voltage problems. This approach also promises stability: if
something unexpected occurs, for example an EcoBlock disconnects suddenly, the voltage phasors in that
region will deviate from their targets and the local controller will immediately know to take action.
Finally, rather than controlling the physical variables of voltage and power, a dynamic pricing scheme
could be implemented to incentivize EcoBlock behavior. Here, the grid operator would compute the optimal
energy price to offer each EcoBlock at each point in time and broadcast that information; each EcoBlock
would then perform a local optimization to determine how much power it should inject or extract from the
grid given that price. Compared to options that require negotiation, dynamic pricing should be faster. On
the other hand, it is likely to be slower than direct control because at every time step the grid operator
must convert from physical variables to prices, then the EcoBlock must convert from price back to its
own physical variables. Dynamic pricing may circumvent one of the challenges with direct control: the
possibility that the target set by the grid operator is undesirable or even impossible for the EcoBlock.
With dynamic pricing, the EcoBlock would always have the option of paying more for a certain amount of
power if the benefit is sufficient. However, there is the challenge of how exactly the grid operator should
decide the prices. If too many EcoBlocks are offered the same price, there is a risk that they will all
behave the same way, reducing diversity and potentially causing new problems. For example, if prices are
increased due to a shortage of generation, a large number of EcoBlocks may choose to inject power or
reduce demand, turning the supply shortage into an excess. To avoid this, the price would need a high
granularity with respect to location. However, excessively high locational granularity could lead to equity
issues, for example if one block is consistently charged higher rates than its neighbor because it is at the
end of a long feeder with voltage problems.
While challenging, designing the framework for EcoBlock-grid interaction is essential to enable an
efficient, resilient and cost-effective scenario with high EcoBlock penetration. We add a few final comments
on additional constraints and possibilities.
• The accuracy of the grid operator’s (or aggregator’s) optimization is highly dependent on the accuracy
and completeness of the information they have. This information should include models of the grid
infrastructure, or at least the parts of it in their control domain, including connectivity, impedances,
and the control schemes of any automated regulation equipment present. It should also include
ampacity limits of the conductors and other equipment; voltage constraints; and limits on real and
reactive power, rate of change of power, and energy of the controllable DERs. Measurements of
physical variables on the network are also important, to provide real-time feedback and to support
oﬄine analysis.
• If EcoBlocks are given the freedom to decide their net power, there must be some backup plan (such
as automated control, or an option for the grid operator to exercise control) to be used in case of
emergency.
• To facilitate interactions between EcoBlocks and the grid, in both planning and operations stages, a
third party company (perhaps a spinoff of existing utility companies) could manage the EcoBlocks.
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Similar to PV designers and financiers today, this company could work to ensure that plans and
real-time operating strategies are favorable for both EcoBlocks and the grid.
3 EcoBlock scaling
As we have discussed throughout the previous sections, scaling the penetration of EcoBlocks from 0 to
100% represents a paradigm shift along multiple axes of power system operation, spanning both normal and
abnormal conditions. Fundamentally, the transition to full deployment of EcoBlocks is from a centralized
architecture to a decentralized one. Today, the grid and its utility-scale generators are by far the dominant
source of power for customers, and in most places still the only source of power. In the high-penetration
limit, they will become secondary, relied upon to supplement the EcoBlocks’ individual sources only when
it is necessary or economical. At the same time, the responsibilities of the EcoBlocks must increase, as
they become more and more capable of impacting conditions on the grid.
With the large number of possible impacts, and presumably different deployment strategies in different
regions, EcoBlock scaling will likely be a continuous transformation. However, there are a few specific
penetration thresholds at which qualitative changes in EcoBlock impacts and capabilities begin to take
place. A few of these changes are discussed here, along with the approximate number of EcoBlocks per
distribution feeder at which they may first occur. Impacts on the distribution level are expected to occur
first: with a lower overall power flow compared to the transmission system, the power injection of each
EcoBlock is more significant. Also, impacts such as reverse power flow may require new equipment and
operating strategies on distribution circuits designed for unidirectional power flow, while on transmission
systems, bidirectional power flow is already expected.
It is important to distinguish between the penetration level at which EcoBlocks become capable of
producing a certain impact and the level at which they are likely to have that impact. This discussion
focuses on thresholds of capability because grid operators need to understand and prepare for the range
of possible operating conditions, both normal and abnormal. Furthermore, at what penetration level an
impact becomes likely to occur depends on the specific operating strategies, which have yet to be fully
decided. Awareness of these capability thresholds should help the EcoBlock designer create a plan that
appropriately synchronizes the construction of EcoBlocks themselves with the deployment of systems for
EcoBlock management.
3.1 Distribution power flow thresholds
The first threshold where EcoBlocks may begin to have impact is when their aggregate load surpasses
the pre-existing level of load variability on a distribution feeder. At this point, their behavior becomes
statistically observable. To establish this noise floor, the standard deviation of current at the feeder head
has been quantified for a few feeders in previous studies with µPMUs. For example, for a particular 12
kV line-to-line residential feeder in the southern United States, the standard deviation of current taken in
10-minute windows is typically between 2 and 6 A per phase (depending on the day and time), or about
0.5-2% of the mean.1 For a small 12 kV primarily commercial feeder in the western United States, the
typical variation is between 1 and 3 A per phase, or 1-3% of the mean, while for a larger feeder in the
same region, it is 4-7 A or 2-3%. Under a 1% noise level, for example, a change in power as low as 27
kW per phase on the southern feeder, and 8 and 19 kW per phase respectively on the two western feeders,
could be observable. The significance of this result is that if the average load of an EcoBlock is about 40
kW (as expected for the Oakland EcoBlock after the energy efficiency retrofits—not including generation),
then even a single EcoBlock transitioning from zero net load (or islanded state) to average load could be
1This result was obtained by computing the mean and standard deviation of the current magnitude data stream from a
µPMU with 100-millisecond resolution, at 10-minute intervals, for three nonconsecutive weeks spanning different seasons. The
middle 80% of the 10-minute chunks were considered the “typical” range of current variation. Major events were excluded
from the analysis.
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Figure 2: Example of µPMU current magnitude measurements on one phase of a typical 12kV residential
distribution feeder for a spring day, to indicate magnitude and variability. Inset: half an hour of data
at a higher zoom level, showing minute-to-minute variation. Magnitudes of the Oakland EcoBlock’s PV
generation capacity, flywheel charge/discharge rate, and estimated average load are shown on the same
scales, for comparison with feeder load current and variability.
observable, depending on whether it has a single-phase or three-phase connection. However, the 10-minute
time window was intentionally chosen to capture the effects of individual loads while neglecting the effect
of time of day. The change in load from off-peak to peak times of day on these feeders is about an order of
magnitude greater than the standard deviation in the 10-minute windows. Therefore, while a major shift
in power at a single EcoBlock may be observable compared to the noise, it falls well within the normal
daily range of load and is unlikely to impact operations. Figure 2 provides a visual indication of how
some possible “signals” due to EcoBlock behavior would compare to the “noise” of existing feeder load
variability. The figure shows an example current magnitude trace for one of the feeders, measured by a
µPMU, to demonstrate the typical magnitudes and variability over the course of a day and from minute
to minute. The current levels corresponding to certain EcoBlock characteristics (PV generation capacity,
maximum flywheel charge/discharge rate, and average load) are compared on the same scales.
The second threshold is where there are enough EcoBlocks that their collective behavior could trigger
a control action, either taken by a distribution operator or automatically. For example, a sufficiently
large change in current would trigger an automatic tap change operation under a line-drop compensation
scheme. This threshold is highly dependent on the feeder impedance characteristics, which determine how
sensitive the voltage is to changes in load, and on the specifics of the line-drop compensation scheme. In
one example, a change in current of 70 A per phase (on an 11kV line-to-line feeder) triggers a tap change
operation [8]. This magnitude of current change is equivalent to, for example, the 200-kW flywheels in
two EcoBlocks transitioning from zero to full charge or discharge rate. This is the threshold where the
operating strategy of the EcoBlock begins to influence grid operations directly. If the EcoBlock operating
strategy allows the power injection to fluctuate frequently over a large range, then at this penetration
level it may have adverse effects such as accelerated wear on voltage regulation equipment. On the other
hand, if the EcoBlocks manage their power injection, and infrastructure for grid interactions is already in
place, EcoBlocks can avoid these adverse effects and may begin to counteract the impacts of other variable
generators or loads on the grid.
Third, when the maximum power injection from EcoBlocks surpasses the minimum load on a feeder,
reverse power flow becomes possible. The maximum possible power injection at midday is equal to the sum
of the PV generation capacity and the energy storage maximum discharge rate; at night it is just the energy
storage maximum discharge rate. The threshold at which EcoBlocks are likely to enable reverse power flow
therefore depends not only on the minimum load itself but also at what time of day it occurs. For the
prototype Oakland EcoBlock, we assume the maximum PV generation is 360 kW, the maximum discharge
rate of the flywheel system is 200 kW, and the minimum load in the EcoBlock is small by comparison,
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and compare to the daytime load of the three reference feeders analyzed above. For the residential feeder,
the minimum daytime load is approximately 2 MW per phase. If 4 EcoBlocks per phase were deployed on
this feeder, and both their PV generation and flywheel discharge rate were at maximum, they could cause
reverse power flow. Similarly for the commercial feeders, under the same conditions, just one EcoBlock
per phase on the smaller feeder and 3 on the larger feeder could cause reverse power flow. Today, reverse
power flow is often considered a problem (for protection coordination and voltage regulation), but it can
also be viewed from a much more positive standpoint. When EcoBlocks have the potential to cause reverse
power flow, it signifies that they are capable of supporting the other loads on the feeder if it is necessary
or economic, and they are crossing the threshold into being able to support other parts of the grid as well.
3.2 Topological thresholds
While the impacts above relate to the number of EcoBlocks on a feeder and are relatively independent
of topology, there are a few additional impacts that do depend on topology and where the EcoBlocks are
located in a system. Different strategies for EcoBlock deployment may make sense depending on what the
priorities are in the particular system. For example, customers at the end of a feeder have the greatest
impact on voltage because power flowing between them and the substation travels along the entire length
of the feeder, causing the greatest voltage drop. Therefore, for feeders with pre-existing voltage problems,
the ideal EcoBlock deployment strategy may be to prioritize locations at the end of the feeder, and manage
the EcoBlock net power in order to regulate voltage. This strategy would mitigate the voltage problems
as quickly as possible.
Often, feeders or sections thereof can be completely isolated from the rest of the grid by switches or
breakers. A section entirely made up of EcoBlocks could potentially be operated as an island in the event
of a problem on the main grid. Allowing EcoBlocks to share power could help overcome generation-load
mismatches on individual blocks, improving resilience compared to the case where each block operates
independently. This would be especially advantageous in long-term grid outage scenarios and if generation
and load are highly variable on some of the EcoBlocks. While a section containing non-EcoBlock customers
could also be islanded in this way, the self-sufficiency of the island would be reduced if they do not
contribute generation, and managing both EcoBlock and non-EcoBlock customers in the same island
might be challenging. Therefore, in areas that are at high risk of outages—for example, if they interface
with the main grid through a small number of low-reliability connections—the ideal deployment strategy
may be to fully populate islandable sections with EcoBlocks one at a time, before moving on to lower-risk
areas.
Although sensing infrastructure can of course be deployed independently of EcoBlocks, system ob-
servability could be an additional benefit of high-penetration EcoBlock deployment. Assuming that each
EcoBlock is accompanied by a monitoring device such as a µPMU at its point of common coupling, there
will be a threshold at which the penetration of monitoring devices affords full observability of the system.
Full observability requires a large fraction of the nodes in a system to be monitored; the exact fraction
of nodes needed is dependent on the system topology. Optimal PMU placement algorithms have been
developed to enable observability of distribution systems with the minimum number of sensors [24].
3.3 Beyond the distribution level
A threshold for utility financial operations will occur when there are enough near-net-zero energy EcoBlocks
(or other “prosumers” with significant DERs) in a system that traditional energy rate structures are no
longer feasible to cover grid infrastructure maintenance costs. At this point, utilities should already have a
new business model in place to avoid the so-called “death spiral”. Similarly, as the reliance on traditional
power plants is reduced, there will be a point for each plant where the capacity factor and revenue are low
enough compared to the maintenance costs that it is no longer economical to keep the plant in operation.
Generators with the lowest costs and greatest flexibility are likely to remain in operation the longest.
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The penetration levels at which these thresholds occur depend on the physical assets and structure of the
network, as well as the existing market and rate structures, and are outside the scope of this report.
3.4 Significance of the block scale
The discussion above focuses on the impacts of scaling the penetration level of EcoBlocks given that the
city-block size has already been selected. The block scale is certainly an appropriate choice from the
construction and internal management perspectives, as it offers a convenient physical location for shared
resources, including electric infrastructure (e.g. energy storage systems, inverters, electric vehicle chargers),
water reclamation systems, and even food systems (gardens, composting). However, it is also important
to consider explicitly other ways the grid could be partitioned, besides the block scale, and compare their
benefits and downsides to those of EcoBlocks.
On the smallest end of the scale, each individual home could act as a microgrid, with control over its
own energy resources and islanding capability. However, the high variability of power consumption in an
individual home means that a comparatively larger amount of energy storage is required to achieve the
same level of self-sufficiency while islanded, relative to a scenario where the homes are allowed to share
power [25]. The scalability of this model is also limited, as managing a large number of home energy
systems to achieve distribution-level benefits such as voltage regulation would be computationally and
communication intensive.
Beyond the customer meter, the smallest electrical unit of aggregation that can be readily connected or
disconnected is a lateral or section of a distribution feeder. But these separation points are mainly intended
for protection, not active switching, and may not be equipped with remote sensing and control; they also
may not have loads balanced across three phases. Therefore, the smallest operationally relevant unit for
separation from the grid would typically be an entire distribution feeder, which can be easily disconnected
at the substation. A key problem with the feeder scale is that a feeder encompasses a much larger number
of customers (hundreds or even thousands), making it more difficult to coordinate generation and voluntary
load curtailment (not to mention liability for power quality issues).
Block-scale microgrids, by contrast, are small enough for internal administration, while also having
a point of common coupling that provides a safe and convenient transfer mechanism to disconnect and
re-connect their aggregated loads and generation to the main grid. While a block consists of far fewer
customers than a feeder, it is nevertheless sufficient to provide the benefits of statistically aggregating
variable loads and generation, as will be demonstrated in Section 5. Furthermore, particularly in suburban
and lower-density urban regions, distribution feeders often include overhead lines that are susceptible to
weather- and vegetation-related damage. If these lines are damaged, a collection of independent EcoBlocks
(especially with underground internal power distribution) could continue to be energized while a single
feeder-level power island could not. In these ways, EcoBlocks would introduce operational flexibility to
distribution systems at an intermediate scale, between individual home and entire feeder.
One notable challenge with the block scale arises from the frequent disconnect between the electrical and
spatial layouts of distribution systems. In particular, customers on the same city block may be connected
to different feeders, and service transformers may supply customers on more than one block. Changing
the connectivity, reconfiguring or replacing utility equipment may therefore be necessary to create block-
scale electrical units that connect to the grid at a single point of common coupling. It may be helpful to
include these modifications in the EcoBlock development plan and budget so that supporting EcoBlock
construction is not cost prohibitive for the utility.
4 Summary of paradigm shifts
In the preceding sections, we detailed the potential impacts of EcoBlocks on the grid, discussed the condi-
tions under which they are likely to occur, and evaluated design choices from the standpoint of balancing
benefits to EcoBlock participants and the grid. Here, as a form of summary, we review the three major
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paradigm shifts in the nature of the power system that we expect to occur at high penetration levels of
EcoBlocks.
4.1 Power flows
The architecture of today’s power grid is designed to transfer power from large generation facilities to
consumers in different locations. As a result, conductors and other grid infrastructure consistently carry
large power flows. At the distribution level in particular, protection and voltage regulation are designed
assuming unidirectional power flow, a requirement limiting the permissible DG penetration. Since most
customers consume more energy than they produce, pricing electricity by the kWh generates revenue for
the grid operators to maintain the infrastructure.
With high penetration of EcoBlocks, on the other hand, distributed generation will be ubiquitous and
co-located with loads. Customers’ consumption and production will differ on short time scales, but will
be comparable in the long term, leading to near-zero net kWh consumption. While the grid infrastructure
will be used less frequently and with reduced loading, it will likely still be relied upon at times to provide
power from distant, low-cost bulk energy sources, and to facilitate power sharing between EcoBlocks.
Maintenance needs will therefore be reduced but not disappear entirely. Protection and voltage regulation
may need to be updated in many places to support bidirectional power flows. Pricing by the kWh will
likely no longer be sufficient to finance the maintenance, necessitating a new market structure.
4.2 Flexibility
Today, resources that are flexible, such as energy storage and interruptible loads, represent a relatively
small portion of the total power being exchanged on the grid. Due to their special capabilities, these
resources may be recruited to solve problems such as supply-demand imbalance (due to the large amount
of inflexible demand), thermal and voltage constraint violations, and emergencies.
In the new paradigm, by contrast, most of the participants in the grid will be flexible. There should no
longer be concern about the supply adequacy of flexible resources, since the remaining inflexible demand
will be small by comparison. The presence of a much greater number of resources to choose from will
likely enable cost reductions, as well as new optimization objectives such as dispatching the resources
geographically closest to the site of the problem. At the same time, a new challenge will emerge around
optimizing the dispatch of the greatly increased number of resources and communicating with them in a
timely manner.
4.3 Resilience
Today, when grid infrastructure goes out of service (for example, when power lines are damaged in a storm),
customers in the area experience outages—particularly those downstream of a failed component. Since
generation and load are geographically separate, multiple repairs and a long time may be required before
service can be restored after a major event. Even where local generators such as rooftop solar installations
are present, they are not allowed to energize the system under these conditions. The restoration process
itself is risky and complex, since not all generators have black-start capability, and even a brief supply-
demand imbalance during restoration can cause the system to collapse again. Therefore, generators and
loads must be brought online gradually and in an appropriate order.
In the future, the deployment of EcoBlocks is expected both to reduce the severity of outages and to
facilitate service restoration. With co-located generation, storage and loads, and the ability to disconnect
from the main grid, EcoBlocks can power themselves if components in the main grid fail. Since the
EcoBlocks by definition exchange zero net power with the grid while islanded, the risk and complexity of
system restoration will be greatly reduced compared to the present-day scenario. The rules and processes
for islanding, power balancing while islanded, and re-connection to the main grid must be well-designed
and robust to ensure this adaptive islanding model is reliable and predictable.
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5 Resilience analysis
In 2015, the average PG&E customer experienced about 150 minutes of power outages, and 36,000 cus-
tomers experienced outages longer than one day due to weather events [26]. Outages frequently result from
weather or vegetation damaging overhead conductors, and are worsened when the conductors are in remote
locations where locating the fault is difficult. With the increasing occurrence of extreme weather events
due to climate change—consider hurricanes Sandy, Harvey, Irma, and Maria, for example—improving grid
resilience is a growing priority [27]. The adaptive islanding capabilities of EcoBlocks have great potential
to improve resilience: since they can disconnect and self-supply, loss of a component in the transmission or
distribution system will not necessarily cause an outage for EcoBlock customers. This is in contrast to to-
day’s concepts of virtual power plants and DER aggregators, which may have similar benefits to EcoBlocks
in terms of peak shaving and loss minimization, but do not allow islanding because the DERs and loads
are not necessarily geographic or electrical neighbors. Since adaptive islanding for resilience is directly in
line with utilities’ goal of keeping the lights on as much as possible, it is perhaps the strongest argument
in favor of EcoBlock development. However, it is not guaranteed that all demand in an EcoBlock will be
met during an islanding event, since generation, load, and the timing of the event are variable. Therefore,
this section attempts to quantify probabilistically the self-sufficiency of EcoBlocks—defined as the fraction
of load demand served—and its dependence on EcoBlock design parameters.
5.1 Simulation Procedures and Data
One relevant design parameter is topology, particularly the three topology scenarios considered in Figure
1. In Scenario 3, only the loads connected to the DC system can be served in the islanded state, while
in the other two, all loads can be served in the islanded state. This analysis focuses primarily on the
case where all loads are present in the island, since that represents an upper bound on demand, but
also compares cases representing Scenario 3 where all or only half of the candidate loads are migrated
to DC. A second design parameter we evaluate is aggregation level. As an alternative to block-level
aggregation, each household could maintain its own generation and storage and operate independently.
Due to the variation in individual generation and demand, aggregating multiple homes into a microgrid
has been shown to increase the fraction of total demand that can be met [25], [28]. This analysis assesses
the value of statistical aggregation in the EcoBlock context, and further evaluates whether connecting
multiple EcoBlocks into a larger island offers additional benefits. We further consider factors influencing
self-sufficiency during a particular islanding event: conditions at the start of islanding (time of day and
storage state of charge); duration of islanding; and generation and load, which depend on weather, time of
year and other factors.
Since customer meter data for the pilot EcoBlock location was not available at the time of writing,
this analysis was instead performed using residential load and PV generation data from Pecan Street, Inc,
located in Austin, Texas [29]. A set of thirty homes with PV was selected from the Pecan Street data set
to create a simulated EcoBlock. These homes were selected randomly from the subset of homes that had
load and PV generation data for the entire year of 2014, and that had multiple disaggregated load time
series corresponding to individual appliances and circuits within the home. This disaggregated load data
is necessary to estimate the self-sufficiency of a DC system in which only certain loads participate. The
Pecan Street dataset also includes households that have and have not participated in demand response
programs. Since we expect the behavior of many, but not all, EcoBlock residents to be similar to those in
demand response programs, we introduced a bias in the selection of the homes for the simulated EcoBlock
so that 24 of them (80%) participated in the programs. A few key differences between the Pecan Street
data and the expected load and generation at the Oakland EcoBlock site should be noted:
• Austin has higher summer temperatures and therefore greater air conditioning usage compared to
Oakland.
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• Since the Pecan Street PV installations were not designed for self-sufficient microgrid operation, the
ratio of load to PV generation differs from the Oakland EcoBlock plans, and energy storage is not
present.
• Since the homes differ in size and in number and type of appliances, the peak and average load values
in Pecan Street differ from those in Oakland. In particular, the Pecan Street homes in this analysis
are single-family homes, while the Oakland EcoBlock includes several multi-family residences.
• While a relatively smaller effect, we note for completeness that Austin is at about 30 degrees north
latitude, whereas Oakland is at about 38 degrees. As a result, days are about 40 minutes longer in
the summer and 40 minutes shorter in the winter in Oakland compared to Austin, likely making the
seasonal differences in generation more extreme.
Despite these differences, there are several reasons justifying the use of Pecan Street data for this
analysis. First, while the summer temperatures and air conditioning use in Austin differ from those of
Oakland, they are more similar to conditions in parts of Southern California and the Central Valley.
Therefore, analysis conducted for Austin would be more directly applicable to these regions, which are
also of interest for future EcoBlock deployment. Second, the Pecan Street data offers unparalleled insight
into the energy consumption of individual end-use loads as well as the statistical distributions of household
load and generation over the course of multiple years. For resilience analysis, which by nature deals with
system behavior under unlikely circumstances, data reflecting the variability of individual loads and PV
generation is of utmost importance. The analysis framework demonstrated here with Pecan Street data
could easily be applied to other locations such as Oakland when sufficient customer meter data becomes
available. Finally, the Pecan Street PV generation was scaled so that the ratio of annual generation to
annual energy demand would equal that of the Oakland EcoBlock. Additionally, the storage capacity in
the simulated EcoBlock was chosen to give the same ratio of storage capacity to annual energy demand as
in the Oakland EcoBlock.
At the time of writing, the most recent estimates for the Oakland EcoBlock were: 357,500 kWh of load
per year, assuming conversion of all gas appliances to electric plus energy efficiency retrofits; 509,500 kWh
of solar generation per year (1.425 times the annual load); and 200 kW or 800 kWh of storage capacity
(1/447 times the annual load). The generation and storage in the simulated EcoBlock were scaled to give
the same ratios compared to annual load: annual demand was 384,100 kWh, annual generation 541,500
kWh (prior to scaling it was 220,700 kWh), and the storage was sized at 215 kW or 860 kWh. The other
storage parameters used in the simulations were based on the Amber Kinetics flywheel currently on the
market [30]: charge and discharge efficiencies of 94%, giving a round-trip efficiency of 88%, and a constant
self-discharge rate of 65 W per 8 kW of capacity. Since the Oakland EcoBlock design is intended to power
streetlights in addition to customer loads, streetlights were added to the block-level demand in this analysis
as well. Streetlight power consumption was assumed to be 900 W, based on the 10 streetlights currently
installed within the EcoBlock boundaries and an assumed consumption of 90 W per light, the mean of the
LED streetlights for residential locations compared in [31]. Streetlights were assumed to be on whenever
the generation dropped below 1% of peak (encompassing nighttime hours but not cloudy days), and off
otherwise. A very simple demand response scheme was assumed: at each time step, the EcoBlock served
as much of the load as possible given the energy available from generation and storage. Any remaining
load was recorded as unserved. This is equivalent to assuming that all loads have some sort of demand
response capability, allowing an arbitrary fraction of load to be shed at each time step. The ability to
shed noncritical loads is essential in order to maximize the power delivered to critical loads: in the absence
of demand response, if power demand exceeds supply, the entire microgrid will experience an outage [25],
[28].
The flow of the self-sufficiency simulation for the simulated EcoBlock is described below and in Figure
3:
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Figure 3: Self-sufficiency simulation process flow.
1. Data preparation
1. Scale generation and storage to match Oakland EcoBlock ratios
2. Select load: all loads, all DC-candidate loads, or half of DC-candidate loads
3. Add streetlight load
4. Outputs:
1. Time series of generation EG and load demand EL, with time step dt (here, dt = 1
hour), for one year
2. Storage parameters: capacity EC , maximum charge/discharge rate Pmax, charge
and discharge efficiencies ηC and ηD, self-discharge rate PSD
2. Self-sufficiency simulation
1. Choose a start time tstart, duration T , and initial storage state of charge ES,init
2. Select all slices of generation and load data with that start time and duration (one slice
for each day of the year)
3. For each data slice:
1. At each time step: compute energy delivered to loads EL,served, energy stored ES ,
and excess (spilled) generation EG,excess; as a function of EG, EL, and ES,init; within
the storage rate and capacity constraints
2. Calculate total demand, fraction of total demand served, and total excess generation
4. Analyze the statistical distributions of total demand, fraction of total demand served,
and total excess generation over the year
5.2 Results and discussion
Impacts of islanding start time and duration
We first focus on the case where the entire block islands as one—including all loads, both AC and DC—and
consider a long-term unplanned islanding scenario. This type of scenario would most likely be the response
to a fault on the main grid that would otherwise cause an outage, such as a weather event, component
failure, or vegetation-related conductor damage. As a baseline case we assumed the energy storage was 50%
charged at the start of islanding, and determined the effects of varying islanding start time and duration
on self-sufficiency.
We determined the distributions of self-sufficiency, as a function of islanding duration, for start times
of midnight, morning (8:00), and afternoon (16:00). The means of these distributions are plotted in Figure
4. For short islanding periods of just a few hours, the block only needs to rely on the initial energy stored
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Figure 4: Dependence of the mean fraction of demand served during islanding on the start time and
duration of islanding.
in the flywheel, and is therefore highly self-sufficient regardless of start time. For intermediate durations
(half a day to about 2 days), the start time has a significant influence on self-sufficiency. In particular,
the greatest amount of load has to be shed when islanding begins in the afternoon, because load is near
peak at the same time that PV generation is ending for the day. When the islanding duration increases to
several days, the effect of the starting conditions diminish, and the steady-state distributions of generation
and demand take over. The ripples seen in Figure 4 result from the periodically changing fraction of the
islanding event that includes daylight.
The distributions of self-sufficiency that result in these mean values are explored in more detail in
Figure 5. Figures 5a-c show histograms of self-sufficiency for the three start times with durations of 1
day and 8 days. Figures 5d-f show scatter plots of self-sufficiency versus total demand for a few notable
islanding scenarios, with results from the four seasons indicated in different colors. The histograms show
that for most conditions, nearly 100% of load is served in the majority of islanding events, with a few
low-self-sufficiency outlier events. As shown in Figures 5d-e, these outliers tend to occur in fall and winter.
Although demand is modest during these times, overcast weather is most common, resulting in days of very
low generation. Figure 6 shows generation and demand time series for two consecutive winter days, one
overcast and one clear. Although demand is similar for the two days, the extreme difference in generation
leads to very different self-sufficiency results. If the EcoBlock is islanded for the first day, only 35% of
demand can be met, while if it is islanded on the second day, all demand can be met. For the 0:00 and 8:00
start times, Figures 4 and 5 show that the probability of low self-sufficiency increases for long durations
of islanding. This results from the fact that the weather on one day affects the stored energy available on
subsequent days. In particular, after a cloudy day, the stored energy is low, increasing the need for load
shedding on the following day.
If islanding begins in the afternoon, while 100% self-sufficiency is still possible, significant load shedding
is more likely regardless of the season, as shown in Figures 5c and f. At this time of day, generation is
ending at the same time as load is nearing its peak. Since the storage is only half charged at this time,
there is often not enough energy to last through the night. While winter peak load is lower than summer
in this climate, generation is also lower and ends earlier in the day, leading to similar overall ranges of
self-sufficiency throughout the year. A well-managed EcoBlock would try to have the storage fully charged
by the afternoon to avoid this scenario. If that were the case, the self-sufficiency of the EcoBlock would
be much greater, both on average and in the worst case, as shown in Table 7. Table 7 also shows that
while a greater initial state of charge is advantageous for short-term islanding, the effect is reduced for
long-term islanding. A complete analysis would incorporate a statistical distribution of the storage state
of charge that depends on the time of day. Deriving this statistical distribution would require knowledge
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Figure 5: (a-c) Histograms of the fraction of demand served with islanding durations of 1 and 8 days, with
start times of 0:00 (a), 8:00 (b), and 16:00 (c). (d-f) Scatter plots of the fraction of demand served versus
total demand while islanded for each season of the year. Start times and durations are 0:00 and 1 day (d),
0:00 and 8 days (e), and 16:00 and 1 day (f).
Figure 6: Generation and demand time series for two consecutive winter days, one overcast and one sunny.
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Table 7: Mean and minimum self-sufficiency results for various islanding scenarios, comparing 50% and
100% state of charge for the energy storage at the start of islanding.
Duration Start time
Self-sufficiency: 50% initial charge Self-sufficiency: 100% initial charge
Mean Min Mean Min
1 day 0:00 0.97 0.35 0.999 0.79
1 day 8:00 0.97 0.44 0.99 0.80
1 day 16:00 0.87 0.37 0.99 0.72
8 days 0:00 0.92 0.56 0.93 0.59
8 days 16:00 0.90 0.50 0.92 0.57
Figure 7: Cumulative density function of excess generation for islanding duration of 1 day and start times
of 0:00, 8:00, and 16:00.
of the EcoBlock operating strategy while connected to the grid.
In addition to the fraction of demand met, we quantify the excess generation, which is the generation
that cannot be stored in the flywheel because the flywheel is already fully charged. About half of the
homes in the simulated EcoBlock already have electric vehicles; the excess generation can be considered an
estimate of the energy that is available to charge additional EVs without needing to shed any additional
loads or install additional power sources. For the excess generation to be useful for this purpose, it is of
course necessary for EVs to be present and needing charge at the times the generation is available. Figure
7 shows cumulative density functions of excess generation with an islanding duration of 1 day. For the best
case, the 8:00 start time, about half of the days have over 600 kWh/day of excess generation, and 75% of
days have at least 220 kWh/day. Considering the 30 kWh battery of the Nissan Leaf [32], for example,
this means that seven Nissan Leafs could be fully charged, while islanded, 75% of the time. It should be
noted, though, that a significant fraction of the days do not have excess generation (seen in the figure
as a y-intercept greater than zero). The EV charging capability could be investigated further given more
information on customers’ EV usage and constraints. Constraints include the number of miles driven by
each EV customer and the frequency that they drive, times of day that the EVs are plugged in to charge,
and how critical it is for each EV to be charged. With this information, it would be possible to determine
a distribution of the critical EV load that could be served and the amount of other, noncritical load that
would need to be shed in the process.
Impacts of topology and aggregation level
Up to this point it has been assumed that all loads will be present on the islanded EcoBlock. However,
in topology scenario 3, only loads connected to the DC system would be powered during islanding. The
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Figure 8: Mean fraction of demand served during islanding vs. islanding duration, for a start time of 16:00,
if the island includes all loads (“AC”), all DC-candidate loads (“DC”), or half of DC-candidate loads (“DC
partial”).
main candidate loads to migrate to the DC system are expected to be lighting, electronics, and thermal
loads (heating, refrigeration, air conditioning). These loads are likely to be more efficient when powered
by DC, since they are inherently DC (in the case of LED lighting and electronics) or in the case of thermal
loads, could be replaced by high-efficiency DC heat pump devices. These loads are also generally the most
important to keep powered during emergencies. The shared electric vehicle charging stations may also be
connected to the DC network. Therefore, we simulated the DC scenario by adding up the disaggregated load
data for each home corresponding to EVs, lighting, plug loads, heating and water heating, air conditioning,
and refrigeration. Since we expect that not all residents would upgrade to DC appliances immediately, we
also modeled a scenario where only half of the homes’ DC-candidate loads (randomly selected) are actually
migrated to the DC system. Differences in power consumption between the actual loads and their DC
counterparts were neglected. Figure 8 shows that, as expected, including only a subset of loads in the
island greatly increases the fraction of that load that can be powered. In fact, self-sufficiency is 100% in
the scenario where only half of DC-candidate loads are on the island. The significance of this result is that
if fewer loads are able to connect to the islandable circuit in the first place, fewer of them need to have
demand response capabilities to ensure self-sufficiency.
We next evaluated the benefits of sharing power and storage resources at the block scale. This was
accomplished by comparing the amount of load served at each of the 30 homes, assuming they operate as
independent islands, against that of the aggregated EcoBlock. The generation at each home was scaled
by the same multiplier so that the total generation of the block would be the same as the block-level
aggregation case, while preserving the differences in generation-load ratio between homes. This accounts
for the fact that homes have differing amounts of viable roof space for PV. The storage sizing at each
home followed the same rule as the entire block: 1 kWh of storage for every 447 kWh of annual energy
demand. Self-sufficiency in the independent home case was then calculated by dividing the total load
served at all of the homes by the total demand. As shown in Figure 9, aggregating the resources offers a
significant advantage compared to independent home self-consumption. This is a similar overall trend to
that observed in [25], [28], but with greater overall self-sufficiency due to the larger sizes of generation and
storage relative to load.
A major reason for this result is that for individual homes, variation in net load is very high; even turning
on or off a single appliance can change a home’s load significantly. That same appliance is insignificant
on the scale of a 30-home block. While generation tends to be highly correlated across homes in the
same neighborhood, load spikes at individual homes are not as well synchronized. As a result, block-
scale aggregation reduces variability of net load, thereby reducing the likelihood of running up against
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Figure 9: Distribution of fraction of load served for various islanding conditions, if each home operates as
its own independent island (red) or if all 30 homes share power and storage resources (blue). Start time
and duration of islanding are 0:00 and 1 day (a), 0:00 and 8 days (b), and 16:00 and 1 day (c). The mean
of each distribution is labeled with a dotted line.
storage rate or capacity constraints. For the individual homes, the net load surpassed the storage charge
or discharge rate limit an average of 820 hours of the year, and as much as 2100 hours of the year for one
of the homes. This was reduced to 410 hours of the year for the aggregated block.
We must recall that this analysis was performed under the assumptions that all loads on the island are
of equal priority and can be disconnected at any moment if necessary. With a more intelligent demand
management scheme, we expect a similar fraction of load to be served over the course of an islanding
event, but with a different distribution in time and with the most critical loads taking priority. While
the mean fraction of load served is quite high even for independent homes, the minimum fractions served
during the worst-case islanding events are much lower. Of the 8-day events starting at midnight, for
example, 56% of load is served in the interconnected block in the worst-case event. During that same
event, 49% of load would be served in the independent home scenario, and for 4 of the homes less than
30% would be served. Under these conditions it is likely that even relatively important loads would need
to be shed at some homes. Therefore, aside from increasing the probability of meeting 100% of its load,
an EcoBlock’s electrical infrastructure would ease the selective disconnection of non-critical loads, rather
than risking a complete outage in case local resources are not adequate. The ability to intelligently adapt
loads to available resources would substantially mitigate the impact on customers. Furthermore, block-
level aggregation could help ensure that the distribution of energy among residents is fair, by equalizing
the availability and cost of power among households that may have differing available roof space for PV.
To determine whether the statistical aggregation benefits extend beyond the block level, we created a
second simulated EcoBlock using a second set of 30 homes located in the same city. The generation and
storage were scaled to have the same ratios relative to load as for the first EcoBlock. The self-sufficiency of
these two blocks were then compared against an aggregated “double block” in which the two were allowed
to share power and storage resources as needed. As seen in Figure 10, the two blocks perform similarly—as
expected given that the same PV and storage sizing process was used for both—and only a very small
increase in self-sufficiency is observed when they are connected. Aggregation of geographically distributed
PV systems has been shown to reduce variability on short timescales because cloud transients affect only a
few systems at once [16], [17]. Here, though, we consider longer timescales (the hourly time step) because
the large energy storage resource can mitigate the minute-to-minute variability. The greater correlation
across geographic areas at this longer timescale, plus the great reduction in load variability that has already
occurred at an aggregation level of 30 homes, combine to give minimal statistical aggregation benefit at the
two-block level. Since connecting multiple blocks into a larger island is challenging from the perspectives of
safety and legality—it requires energizing utility infrastructure between blocks, for example—we conclude
that it is not likely to be worthwhile for urban residential blocks. We note that in some settings, islands
with dimensions larger than a city block may offer greater advantage. These may include commercial
or industrial settings, where individual customers’ load profiles may differ greatly, rural areas with large
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Figure 10: Mean fraction of demand served during islanding vs. islanding duration, for a start time of
16:00, for two simulated EcoBlocks and for the aggregated double block where both are connected together.
distance between customers, or very high population density areas where there is not enough space for
large energy storage or rooftop PV installations on every block. It may be of interest to determine the
marginal benefit in self-sufficiency as a function of the number of customers or geographic size of the island
and how that depends on the load type and location.
Planned islanding
Besides coping with a fault on the main grid, another use case for adaptive islanding is to keep customers
powered during planned maintenance of grid infrastructure. In the planned islanding case, we can assume
the storage can be charged completely beforehand since the start time is known in advance. The objective is
then to find the optimal start time, given a particular duration of maintenance, that minimizes the fraction
of load shed. This analysis was performed by running the self-sufficiency simulations for all possible start
times, with a given islanding duration corresponding to a particular type of maintenance.
For simple maintenance activities such as replacing a distribution power pole, outages of around 4
hours are typical. Since the storage capacity of the EcoBlock was designed to provide 4 hours of power,
100% of demand in the simulated EcoBlock was met during a 4-hour planned islanding scenario, for any
start time, on every day of the year. More substantial maintenance activities such as replacing substation
equipment may require up to 16 hours of work at a time. Therefore, the self-sufficiency of the simulated
EcoBlock was also evaluated under a 16-hour planned islanding scenario. In this case, the EcoBlock was
still fully self-sufficient with many of the start times. As shown in Figure 11, only for start times in the
afternoon (1:00 pm to 9:00 pm) is the EcoBlock at risk of load shedding. The particular days that are not
self-sufficient with afternoon start times are almost all in the late summer or early fall, when peak load is
high due to high temperatures but generation does not extend long into the evening.
These results imply a new set of guidelines for scheduling maintenance on circuits with high penetra-
tion of EcoBlocks. Today, maintenance activities are often scheduled to take place in the middle of the
night to minimize the nuisance for customers. These results show that maintenance on EcoBlock circuits
could instead take place during daylight hours without causing outages, potentially improving safety and
convenience for lineworkers. Additionally, forecasts for irradiance (affecting generation) and temperature
(affecting load) should be taken into account when scheduling maintenance. Maintenance starting in the
afternoon should be avoided whenever possible, especially for more work-intensive jobs and on days where
low generation and significant air-conditioning load are expected.
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Figure 11: Mean and minimum fraction of load served during a 16-hour planned islanding scenario as a
function of islanding start time.
5.3 Conclusions
The conclusions drawn from the simulated EcoBlock, summarized here, can be applied to the proposed
EcoBlocks in California. First, aggregating homes at the block level offers significant improvements in
self-sufficiency relative to each home operating as an independent island. Second, while letting only a
subset of loads participate in a DC island increases the fraction of load that can be served reliably, self-
sufficiency is excellent even if all loads participate in the island, due to the large generation and storage
resources. The simulated EcoBlock was fully self-sufficient during the majority of simulated islanding
events, even with durations as long as 8 days. Furthermore, in addition to the 14 electric vehicles already
on the simulated EcoBlock, there was enough excess generation to charge several more on most days if
they are plugged in during daylight hours. Although load was the highest in the summer due to the air
conditioning demand, overcast winter days made up most of the events requiring significant load shedding.
We expect the same for the Oakland EcoBlock, where air conditioning needs are far less than in Austin.
Since major outage events most often result from storms [26], the need to island may coincide with cloud
cover a disproportionate amount of the time. Therefore, although the results show that little load shedding
is needed on average, it is worth having the ability to shed large amounts of load during storm events.
Finally, since the starting amount of stored energy matters greatly, especially for short islanding events,
we recommend controlling the flywheel to maintain a minimum stored energy while connected to the
grid, in case islanding needs to occur. This minimum energy should depend on the time of day, demand
response capabilities of the EcoBlock loads, and perhaps weather forecasts. Overall, our analysis shows
that, with real data for residential household loads and PV generation, the EcoBlock design principles—
large generation and storage capacity, coupled with demand response—produce a highly self-sufficient
islandable microgrid.
6 Suggestions for future work
Our work has focused on evaluating the potential design choices for EcoBlocks from the perspectives of
grid impacts and scalability. To move from the hypothetical evaluation stage to deployment, decisions and
progress need to be made in many areas of the design, including:
• Selection of the EcoBlock topology from among the scenarios in Figure 1, and selection of corre-
sponding hardware
• Design of the EcoBlock’s protection system, which will be particularly challenging if DC
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• Selection of the control architecture, objectives and signals that will be used to control devices within
the EcoBlock, both for short-term stability and long-term energy balancing
• Selection of the control architecture, objectives and signals that will be used to influence the behavior
of EcoBlocks within the grid, particularly control over net power while grid-connected and rules for
islanding
• Development of a data analytics and visualization framework to improve grid operators’ situational
awareness that is scalable to large numbers of EcoBlocks
• Deeper investigation of the economic, legal and regulatory changes that would enable the most
effective operation and scaling of EcoBlocks.
Quantitative evaluation of EcoBlock performance and impacts will be more accurate once these choices
have been made. At the same time, simulation results can help inform the design choices. This suggests
the need for a holistic, iterative approach where designs are adjusted based on simulation results and vice
versa. For example, the self-sufficiency analysis in Section 5 could be made more realistic for the prototype
EcoBlock through the use of:
• Oakland EcoBlock customer meter data
• A more realistic demand response model, such as one that includes generation and load forecasts and
prioritization of loads
• Models for the control of EV charging as an additional form of demand response
• A time-varying statistical distribution of the storage state of charge at the start of islanding, derived
from the operating strategy of the EcoBlock while connected to the grid.
We plan to develop this analysis further as a tool for optimally sizing energy storage resources according
to certain self-sufficiency criteria. Furthermore, the potential impacts of grid-connected EcoBlocks on power
system performance characteristics—such as voltage variation, load factor, overloading, and losses—can
be determined quantitatively using power flow simulation tools such as GridLAB-D. This analysis would
run time-series simulations representing each EcoBlock as a single time-varying net power injection at its
PCC, and could be used to estimate the dependence of these impacts on:
• Number and location of EcoBlocks
• Feeder characteristics such as voltage, size, impedance, level of imbalance: there are a number of real
and realistic feeder models available for such simulations
• EcoBlock operating strategy: could validate the effectiveness of a particular strategy or help identify
best-performing strategies.
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